Preparing your
ADMISSION INTERVIEW

Even though this is not an academic interview, it is a crucial step for your admission process. Give it a good thought by reading the following recommendations:

{1} PREPARE PERSUASIVE ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS

Make sure that your answers are aligned with the program’s objectives, contents and job opportunities. Remember! The more convincing you sound, the greater the chances of being admitted.

• Why are you interested in studying at UPF Barcelona School of Management? Make sure to show founded interest in Pompeu Fabra University.

• Why do you want to study this program with us? Prove solid reasons to convince the interviewer about your choice.

• How will your skills, experience and past preparation contribute to the program’s new intake? Explain how other students could benefit from your expertise.

• What are your goals, projects and expectations after completing the program? What kind of company would you like to work for in the future?

{2} FOLLOW THE GUIDELINES TO PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATION

The Academic Committee will take the following items into account for your evaluation. Remember! The more professional you look, the best impression you will leave.

• Choose an appropriate place. Avoid noisy places and be focused.

• Check the tech. Make sure that your internet connection works correctly.

• Be punctual. Log in into Skype 15 minutes before the interview.

• Use a desktop computer. Avoid answering the Skype phone call from a mobile device.

• Dress appropriately. Even though no formal dress code is required, a smart casual outfit will do.

• Rehearse. Set up a mock up interview with family or friends and practice the language.